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CourchevelCourchevelCourchevelCourchevel

Front Row  (L to R) Eamonn McCormack, Brendan Whelan, Mairead Barnwell, Dr. Derek 

Freedman, Michele Cronin

Middle Row (L to R) John Harty, Tom Metcalfe, Paul Owens, Justin Neville, Helen O’Neill,

Vivienne Nelson

On Stairs (L to R) Dr. Terry McEvoy, Donal Fennell, Charlie Glass, P.J. Lawless

Any personal slights contained within are fully intended to cause upset



Aren’t smiles great PJ ?Aren’t smiles great PJ ?



Aren’t smiles great PJ ?Aren’t smiles great PJ ?

Getting there PJ – just a little more needed



Skiers extraordinaire Skiers extraordinaire 



Charlie and the onlookers Charlie and the onlookers 



Even the blue jacket can’t save TomEven the blue jacket can’t save Tom

Going 

Going 

Going 
Going 

Gone 



Our intrepid instructorsOur intrepid instructors

Great smiles even from Neil !! 



So that’s what they were up to ?So that’s what they were up to ?

Let me check on your complaint Mr. Glass

Yet another happy camper !

Now we must keep this confidential 
Herr Doctor

Discretion is my middle name Mr. Glass, 
you have nothing to worry about !



Head gear leaving much to be desiredHead gear leaving much to be desired

Head lock leaving little Head lock leaving little 

to the imagination  !!!to the imagination  !!!



Au revoir mon ami – one couloir too many
Sacre Bleu – Lazarus McEvoy

Terry’s Travails Terry’s Travails 

Terry : “You know where you can

put them”

Vivienne : “Let me put your contact

details in my phone”



Not always on their feet Not always on their feet 

Tom at Level 0Tom at Level 0

EamonnEamonn on his kneeson his knees

Tom at Level 0Tom at Level 0

A rare sight for John A rare sight for John 

And no 

pictures of 
Brendan at 
all  !!!!



Our Our GruppenfuhrerGruppenfuhrer

Never know when you will need his services

What are the Beatty Babes up to ?

Extra portions for the Gruppenfuhrer

So much for ski poles !!

What are the Beatty Babes up to ?

Not cut out to be an instructor



Hotel Le Hotel Le PeupliersPeupliers

It’s a deal - €25 excl. coffee and drinks 

The best dressed for dinner !!



TThe sleepy heads he sleepy heads 

Vivienne tired of the company !!

As always, nobody was up to the 
sleepy standard of Herr Doctor  !!

Justin about to go to noddy land



Nice Nice picspics



CourchevelCourchevel Couloirs Couloirs 

The Courchevel Couloirs can be seen from almost anywhere in Courchevel. They
snake down to the right of the Saulire Télépherique (LUM: Looking Up Mountain),
thin ribbons of snow separating the ribs of rock. Before attempting the Couloirs
for the first time, ski down Combe de Saulire (red) and traverse left off the piste
(LDM: Looking Down Mountain). One passes successively on the left the exit
from: Panoramique (between the first two rock outcrops); Sous-pylons (right
under the cable car); Emile Allais (the narrowest); Grand Couloir (the widest,
and generally considered the easiest); and Couloir Croix des Verdons (the
most difficult to access). By traversing high off the piste it is possible to get a feel
of the snow conditions and watch two or three groups skiing (or falling) down the
couloirs.


